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SDL Swapping is
Alive and Well

AVSE user called me a few days ago
with an interesting problem. He

explained that he is running products from
several vendors in his production VSE/ESA
environment. Two or three times a day, one
of these business-critical products blows up
for no apparent reason.

To try to solve his problem, this user did
what most people would do — get the
dump and call the vendor that wrote the
code that blew up. When the user did this,
the vendor told him that the PSW (a pointer
to the next executable instruction) and the
program save area (a section of code where
other pointers are maintained) indicated
that their product blew up in the middle of
a standard IBM component.

So, the VSE user called IBM support.
After going through the dump with the
technical support representative, it
appeared that even though a standard
IBM module was invoked, a non-IBM
module was actually called. The VSE
user was fortunate that the affecting mod-
ule had copyright information in it, which
allowed him to determine which vendor
was causing the error. At this point, he
needed to contact yet another vendor to
isolate the problem and determine if there
was a solution.

As it turned out, the vendor in question
had very few VSE resources. Unfortunately,
the VSE user may have to rethink some of
his software selections due to a permanent
incompatibility status.

VENDOR INTERCEPTION

However, getting back to this VSE
user’s call: He asked me why this hap-
pened in the first place, and if there was a
way he could determine if any more ven-
dor module swapping was going on. I told

him about the following methods that you
can use.
The Standard IBM Vendor Exit

The first method you can use to deter-
mine if vendor swapping is occurring is the
standard IBM vendor exit. If you want to
see if there are any such exits enabled on
your system, just issue the “SIR VENDOR”
command on your VSE console. Using a
special definition macro, you will be given
a list of the name of any vendor product that
is “registered” with VSE. Besides the
vendor name and product information, you
will also be shown any exit processing that
is invoked. If it says “NO EXIT(S)”, then
although the product is defined to VSE, no
vendor exit is in place.

Replacing an IBM SVC with Your Own
Another method you can use to intercept

a process is to replace an IBM SVC with
one of your own. When you perform a
supervisor call (SVC) normally you want
your program to branch into IBM code
that is part of the supervisor. Within the
supervisor there is a table of SVC numbers.
Also part of this same table are pointers to
routines to branch to when the specific
SVC is invoked. An indicator shows if this
specific SVC number is not being used
(disabled) or is reserved.

Given all of that, some vendors have
ignored the standard practice of using the
IBM exit facility and still use the SVC
swapping method. With the IBM exit
facility, you can still get to the process
before IBM, and it has the benefit of
allowing the product to easily disable the
exit without affecting the rest of the oper-
ating system.

To determine which vendors might be
ignoring the use of the vendor exit and
instead still use the SVC swapping

method, I wrote a small program called
“SCANSVC”, as shown in Figure 1.
SCANSVC will scan through the
VSE/ESA supervisor and tell you the
number of the SVC that is disabled,
reserved, or is in use. It will also list the
branching address of each SVC. If the
branching address resides within the SVA
but outside of the supervisor, then you
know that you have a culprit. The next
step is to display the storage for the affect-
ing module and contact the company that
is doing this problematic type of coding.

SDL Swapping
Finally, another common method of

vendor interception you can use is what is
commonly called “SDL swapping.” An
SDL is a system directory list. It maintains
a listing of every “resident” program that is
loaded into system memory. Every program
is supposed to be fully re-entrant and is
supposed to be designed to be easily
branched into and out of with little effort.
This list can be displayed by executing the
LIBR utility with the option “LD SDL.”
You will see a listing of every module that
is loaded.

During the VSE IPL process, several
SVA-eligible modules are loaded into
storage. IBM has simplified the process
by externalizing the lists in two places.
The first place is in modules generated
with the SVALLIST macro. These are the
internal automatic loaders. The second
place is within the IPL procedure where
you have a “SET SDL” command.
Following that command is a list of other
phases to load. This is typically where
you would have vendor programs load
into the SVA.

When you start a vendor program, it
will sometimes look in the SDL to see if
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one of its required components is in the
SVA. If so, the program will then look for
the name of the IBM module that it wants
to swap with. When it finds the name of
the module, it will modify the SLD entry
for the IBM module with the address of
the non-IBM module, and it will store the
address of the IBM module where it can
reference it later.

This is called SDL swapping. The
premise is that when you think you are call-
ing, for example, $IJBPROC, you are really
branching into MYMOD1. MYMOD1 will
then perform some special process, and it
will finally set up its registers and branch to
the address of the original $IJBPROC. This
is not too bad when you only have one ven-
dor doing an SDL swap. However, when
you have multiple vendors doing an SDL
swap it can wreak havoc. This was one of
the primary reasons IBM created vendor
exits in the first place.

I wrote “SCANSDL,” which produces a
list of the SDL, telling you where the SVA
began, (which is helpful for the SCANSVC
program), as well as where there are gaps
in the SVA. This program also lists the
SDL entries in address order, so you know
that if a module that looks like an IBM
entry suddenly jumps to a high location in
the SVA, that it has most likely been
swapped. It is important to have a “clean”
listing of what “pure” VSE storage looks
like, one without any vendor products
enabled. You will need this to compare
what your system memory looks like after
your vendor products are activated. One
way to get a good listing is to modify your
IPL procedure, disabling any product
activation procedures as well as any extra-
neous “SET SDL” statements. Then IPL,
and when the system is up, execute
SCANDSL and print out the report.
Finally, restore any IPL procedures that
have changed and IPL again. When the
system is up, execute SCANDSL and
print out that report as well. You will now
have a before and after picture of your
VSE system. Keep the “before” picture
handy for any future comparisons,
because when you compare the two
report, you will probably see any number
of IBM modules taking a big leap into
other areas of storage. This will give you
a clue as to what might be going on in
your system.

SCANSDL shows you where the storage
gaps are located in your SVA and how big

Please note that the macros and routines for this program and for SCANSDL can be downloaded from the NaSPA web
site as filename VSE0801.ZIP. To access, go to www.naspa.com and click on “Coding Examples From Articles.” 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *           
* PROGRAM: SCANSVC                                            *           
*                                                          *           
* PURPOSE: DISPLAY STATUS ON THE SVC TABLE ENTRIES              *           
*                                                           *           
* INPUT: NONE                                               *           
*                                                         *           
* OUTPUT: INFORMATION IS DISPLAYED ON SYSLST                   *           
*                                                            *           
* NON-IBM MACROS: SUBRT                                  *           
*                                                      *           
* SUBROUTINES: PRINT                                       *           
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *           
SCANSVC SUBRT PHASE=NO START PROGRAM                           

XR R5,R5 INIT SVC COUNTER                        
XR R7,R7            INIT WORK REGISTER                      
L R9,X’80’           POINT TO SYSCOM                         
USING SYSCOM,R9       MAP TO THE LAYOUT                       
L R2,IJBRFTAB         POINT TO THE RFTABLE                    
USING RFTABLE,R2         MAP TO THE LAYOUT                       
LH R3,IJBPUBLN        GET THE PUB LENGTH                      
SRL R3,3        GET NUMBER OF PUBS                      
LA R3,1(R3)          AREA IS LEN+1                           
SLL R3,1               EACH ENTRY IS 2 BYTES                   
LA R4,RFP2ITAB        POINT TO RFTAB PUB2 AREA                
AR R4,R3              POINT TO THE LAST ENTRY                 
LA R4,2(R4)           SKIP TO THE SVCTAB BEGINNING             
ST R4,HEXPARM         SAVE THIS ADDRESS                       
BAL R14,DSPLHEX          CONVERT FOR A DISPLAY                   
MVC ADDRH(8),HEXPARM+4  GET THE DATA                           
CALL PRINT,(MSG1)        DISPLAY THE INFO                        
CALL PRINT,(HEADER)     THEN THE HEADER                         
CALL PRINT,(DASHES)      AND A DELIMITER                         

LOOP  CLC 0(4,R4),X’27C’     ALL DONE ? (ADDR. DISPATCHER)            
BZ EOJ                 YES...EXIT                             
MVC STATUS(8),=CL8’ ‘     INIT STATUS FIELD                       
CVD R5,DBLWORD           CONVERT TO DECIMAL                      
UNPK SVCNO(3),DBLWORD+6(2) UNPACK IT                              
OI  SVCNO+2,X’F0’         RESET THE SIGN                          
ICM R7,7,1(R4)           GET THE ADDRESS                         
ST  R7,HEXPARM           SAVE THIS ADDRESS                       
BAL R14,DSPLHEX           CONVERT FOR A DISPLAY                   
MVC ADDRESS(8),HEXPARM+4  GET THE ADDRESS                         
CLC 0(2,R4),=H’0’         ERR21 ADDRESS ?                         
BNZ CHECK2                 NO...PROCEED                            
CH  R5,=H’50’              KLUDGE                                 
BZ  SVC50                 IF SVC50, INDICATE RESERVED              
MVC STATUS(8),=C’DISABLED’ INDICATE DISABLED SVC                   
B   PRINTIT              CAN’T BE DISABLED AND SWAPPED            

SVC50 MVC STATUS(8),=C’RESERVED’ INDICATE CAN’T BE USED                  
B   PRINTIT              CAN’T BE RESERVED AND SWAPPED            

CHECK2 CLC 1(3,R4),IJBAMSVA+1    IS THIS AN EXTERNAL MODULE ?             
BNH PRINTIT               NO...PROCEED                            
MVC STATUS(8),=C’SWAPPED ‘ INDICATE SWAPPED SVC                    

PRINTIT CALL PRINT,(DETAIL)      PRINT THE DETAIL LINE                   
LA R5,1(R5)             INCREMENT SVC COUNTER                   
LA R4,4(R4)             GO TO THE NEXT SVC                      
B  LOOP             AND DO IT AGAIN                         

*                                                                            
* Convert hex characters into displayable mode                                  
*                                                                            
DSPLHEX LA R2,HEXPARM+4       Point to output area                    

LA R1,HEXPARM         Point to the input field                
UNPK 0(7,R2),0(4,R1)     Expand the bytes                        
MVC 7(1,R2),3(R1)            Modify the last byte                    
NC  0(8,R2),=XL8’0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F’                                   
TR  0(8,R2),=CL16’0123456789ABCDEF’                                  
BR R14                Return to caller                        

EOJ EOJ RC=0               AND TERMINATE                           
* — — — — — — — DATA AREA — — — — — — — — — *                                   

LTORG ,                                                             
DBLWORD DS    D                                                             
HEXPARM DS    3F                                          X20010622 13:31:41  
MSG1   DC  AL1(28),C’ ‘,C’SVCTAB BEGINS AT X’,X’7D’                         
ADDRH  DC  CL8’ ‘,X’7D’                                                   
HEADER DC  AL1(24),C’0’,C’SVCNO  ADDRESS  STATUS  ‘                         

FIGURE 1: SCANSVC SOURCE CODE 
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they are, which is something that LIBR
does not do. This is helpful in locating
where multiple SDL loads are taking place,
or where SDL swapping is occurring.

When you issue a “SET SDL” and reload
an SVA entry, VSE will update the pointer
to the newly loaded module. The old stor-
age lies dormant and will not be reloaded
until the next IPL process. This means that
if you do multiple SDL loads between each
IPL, you will be eating up SVA. On the
other hand, if you do not do multiple SDL
loads and you have a lot of extra SVA, you
are wasting storage by not putting it to
good use.

Reloading an entry in the SVA also inval-
idates any previous SDL swapping, because
now the SDL entry has been updated with
the correct module, and the vendor SDL
swap no longer works. This is also a clue
that you may be loading members into the
SDL too many times and wasting storage.
Look for SVA gaps, as a SVA gap either

means that you are doing SDL reloading
from time to time, perhaps unnecessarily, or
that an SDL swap took place. In either case,
it is worth investigating.

SUMMARY

Hopefully, your system is healthy and
functioning well. If you suspect that there
are some culprits out there performing in
a non-standard way, you can run SCANSDL
and SCANSVA on your system to see

what might really be going on under the
covers.

NaSPA member Leo J. Langevin is a systems
programmer with CSE International, the mak-
ers of TCP/IP for VSE. He has been a VSE inter-
nalist since VSE’s inception, and has focused
on keeping VSE as a viable business solution.
He can be reached via email at
leo@tcpip4vse.com.

DASHES DC  AL1(24),C’ ‘,C’— — — — — — — — — — — —’                          
DETAIL DC  AL1(24),C’ ‘,C’ ‘                                              
SVCNO  DC  CL3’000’,C’  ‘                                                 
ADDRESS DC  CL8’00000000’,C’  ‘                                             
STATUS DC  CL8’ ‘                                                         
* — — — — — — — DUMMY SECTION — — — — — — — *                                   
SYSCOM SYSCOM ,              SYSCOM LAYOUT

RFTABLE MAPRFTAB ,               RFTABLE LAYOUT                          
END

FIGURE 1: CONTINUED


